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SUMMARY
(1) The chief ecological soil factors that deterraine soil productivity
are (1) soil moistures (2) soil air^ (3) root-room, {h) soil
nutrients and (5) absence of harmful factors» Maximum crops are
produced only v/hen all these factors are operating at optiraumo
Soil fertility (the nutrient factor, Noo(ii)) is only one factor
in soil productivityo It can be adjusted or its status raised
by the use of manures and fertilisers, but it may be wasteful to
apply these unless the other four soil factors are already suitably expressed or can be simultaneously iaiprovedo
(2) Provided soil structure is such that air relations and root-room
are satisfactory, the water relations of the soils of the British
Caribbean Region should also be satisfactory in most areas because
the rainfall is generally adequate (over 60 ins. a year), except
that drought affects some coastal areas where the diy season is
intense (rainfall less than $0 inSo)o
(3) The main vegetation formations are forest (ranging from Montane
lain Forest through Seasonal Forest to Dry Forest) whose zonal
distribution depends on rainfall» Swanp and Marsh Forest occur
in waterlogged sites. Man's interference is an important factor
affecting the present-day natural vegetation, much of which comprise second growths»
(U) The soils of the British Caribbean Region are classified according
to drainage, dependent on the topography and on the permeability
of the soil parent materials» This stresses the chief importance
of moisture and air relations and of root-room in determining
natural productivity and land capability,
(5) The parent rocks of the soils of the Uplands are mostly volcanic,
fragmental or metamorphic» They are classed as Latosols and
Podzolic Soils. The chief soil-foming process responsible for
their development is downward leaching under high temperature.
It is advised that those Upland Soils that occupy watersheds
should be retained in forest. Some have already been planted in
tree crops such as cacao»
(6) The parent rocks of the soils of the Flatlands mainly coirgjrise
alluvial-colluvial sediments and limestones and marls» Those
developed over sediments are classed as t^dromorphicslntrazonalj
they include Gley Podzol, Ground-Water Podzol, Ground-Water
Laterite, Bog and Half-Bog» Those developed over calcareous
rocks are classed as Calcimoiphicslntrazonal» Hard limestones
give rise to red clay residues on which Red Latosols develop^,
soft limestones and marls produce bulky yellow or grey clay
residues on which black Rendzina develops» Their agricultural
utilisation is well advanced in most- territories» Rendzina is
particularly importantj its shortcomings were probably responsible
for the decline and fall of the ancient Maya civilisation.
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(7) The formulation of agricultural systems for the different ecological
districts of the British Caribbean Region should be considered in
relation to three different levels of managementj, namely, (i) shifting cultivation, (ii) scientific agriculture not involving machinery
and industrial materials, and (iii) scientific agriculture with vge
of machinery and industrial materials, such as fertilisers, insecticides and fungicides. Only those soils that have natural
high productivity can be profitably utilised at the first two levels
of management. They include the better kinds of Upland I'-'csols,
some Flatland Alluvial Soils and some varieties of Rendaiud, having
satisfactory water, air and nutrient relations and root-room^ because they are derived from good kinds of parent rocko They occur
to only limited extent within the Region»
(8) The use of fertilisers in British Caribbean agriculture is still
in its infancyo Sugar-cane is the only crop to "Which they are
systematically applied. Ammonium sulphate is the only fertiliser
used in any quantity. The cultivated soils conprise less than
one million acres^ or only 1-| percent of the total area of land,
including British Gujana and British Honduras which are only
partly developed. Sugar-cane occupies about one-quarter ^f the
aratle acreage and cacao, banana and coconut about one-half <. It
is estimated that the full requirement of fertiliser is nearly
fifteen times as great as that used at the present day»
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SOIL PRODUCTIVITY IN THE BRITISH CARIBBEAM REGION
By F. HARDY
(Biperial College of Tropical Agricultxxre, Trinidad, B.W.I.)

INTRODUCTION
Preliminary considerations; By " s o i l productivity" i s meant the
capacity of a s o i l t o produce crops^. I t depends on five main ecol o g i c a l or environmental s o i l factors^ namelys(1)
(2)
(3)
(h)
(5)

Soil moisture
Soil air
Root-room
Soil nutrients
Harmful factors (absence of)

Maximum crop yields cannot be expected unless each of these prime
factors is expressed at its optimum level»
Different crop-plants have different ecological requirements
and show different degrees of tolerance to unsuitable ecological conditions» It is therefore necessary to consider the specific requirements of crops when formulating agric\iltural systems under any particular prevailing climate o
The moisture and air relations of a soil are con^jlementaryo
An ideal soil retains enough available water to meet the seasonal needs
of the crop as well as enough air to permit adequate root respiration»
Both are decided by the total amount and distribution of the rainfall
and by the structure of the soil» Soil structure decides the size^
shape and total volume of the pore-spaces and it has therefore the most
important of all soil characters<> The best structures are associated
with the presence of soil organic matter. The most suitable and most
stable 30il structure in the wet tropics occurs in soils that have
developed under natural forest»
Root-room is the volurae of soil having suitable water and air relations
and depends, not only on soil structure, but also on the depth of the
water-table below the surface and its fluctuations throughout the year»

ECOLOG_ICAL_CONDITIQNS IN THE BRITISH CARIBBEAN REGION
Climate t The British Caribbean Region lies between north latitude l8-g-°
and the equator, and it is therefore fully in the tropical zone. Air
temperature ranges from 90°F to 60°F, so that chemical processes affecting rocks, soils and plants proceed with great rapidity» Annual rainfall

^ The terms "soil productivity" and "soil fertility" are not synonymous|
soil fertility is considered to be decided solely by the soil nutrients
factor (NO0J4), and may therefore be separately assessed by pot-tests
in which all factors other than nutrients are deliberately adjusted to
opt innam o
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varies from over 1^0 ins» to 35 ins= The season is divided into wet
and dry periods» The number of dry months (having rainfall less than
2^ inso) varies from none (continuously wet or moist) at the higher
altitude where the annual rainfall exceeds 70 ins», to It, 5 or 6
(intense dry season) near leeward coastlines where the annual rainfall
is less than 50 ins. The greater part of the region has rainfall above
60 ins o with at most only a weak dry season (1 or 2 dry months)» This
implies that the movement of water which falls on the land as ra5n is
mainly downward if the soil is porous and that upward movement caused
by evaporation takes place only during a small part of the year» In
other words, the main soil-forming process operating in the British
Caribbean Region is downward leaching by water, which means that plant
nutrients are rapidly lost^ soil acidity is developed, water-logging
is encouraged, and soil-aeration is diminished during wet spells» In
attempting to classify the soil-=types that have so far provisionally
been identified in the British Caribbean Region, soil drainage has consequently been given main prominence»

Vegetation; There is a marked zonation of vegetation in the different
territories of the British Caribbean Region, coincident with the intensity and distribution of the rainfall, although temperature, exposure to winds and permeability of soil parent materials have also
exerted their influence»
The upland slopes are covered by Montane Formations (Lower
Montane Rain Forest; Montane üain Forest, Palm Brake, Elfin Woodland)
and the lower grounds and flat lands by Evergreen Rain Forest, Seasonal
Formations (Evergreen Season Forest, Semi-Evergreen Seasonal Forest,
Deciduous Seasonal Forest, Thorn Forest, Cactus Scrub), or Dry Evergreen Formations (Xerophytic Rain Forest, Literal Woodland)» Badlydrained areas are occupied by Swamp Formations (Swanp Forest, Palm
Swamp, Herbaceous Swamp, Mangrove ïfoodland) or Marsh (Seasonal Swamp")
Formations (Marsh Forest, Marsh Woodland, Palm Marsh Savanna)*» These
terms define themselves and indicate the general features of the different
kinds of vegetation that characterise environments having varying degrees
of wetness»

Man's influence; The natural vegetation has been completely destroyed
over vast areas in the British Caribbean Region, particularly during
the early days following colonisation when timber formed the chief
fuel as well as the main constructional material for buildings. In
other areas forests have been exploited or worked over for timber.
Subsequently, various associations of second growths have sprung up,
or agricultural weeds have covered the abandoned land. Recently
Forest Reserves have been established in many of the territories, and Forest Departments have been set up to conserve the remaining
timber resources and to develop forest industries by the application
of scientific silvicultural practices.
The following table (TABLE I) indicates approximately the
relative areas no?/ under forest and in cultivationsTABLE

I

It will be noticed that the proportionate area of cultivated
land differs widely in the various territories being below $ percent in
British Honduras, British Guiana and Dominica (which are yet undeveloped
for agriculture)? over 90 percent in Barbados and over 50 percent in
Jamaica, St» Kitts and Grenada.

Classification of J»So Beard (19ii6); Late Assistant Conservator of
Forests, Trinidad»
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APPROXII-ATt; ARtAS UNDïïR FOIt<;ST AMD IN CiiOPS

T o t a l F o r e s t Abandoned; C u l t i vated
Area Lands Second
Growths;
Savarnas

1

Tree-»- F i e l d *
Crops Crops
Pastures

Forest

Cultivated

Tree'"'
Crops

Field+
Crops;
Pastures

Percentage

Thousands

of

7,172

175

10

165

57

0.3

-

0,3

-

1

Acres

L

£ 7,267 49,920

British
Guiana
Bx'itish
Honduras

5,675

5,116

492

68

21

47

90

1

Trinidad

1,193

644

171

378

245

133

54

32

21

11

74

16

'24

34

25

9

22

46

34

12

2,848'

240

651

1,957

285

1,672

8

68

10

58

,7indvrard I s o
Grenada

76

14

19

43

38

5

16

56

50

6

Grenadines

15

8

2

5

1

4

50

31

7

24

85

36

19

30

7

^3

42

36

9

27

Sto Lucia

149

49

64

36

12

24

33

28

9

19

Dominica

195

146

40

9

4

5

75

5

2

3

21

6

8

7

1

6

30

34

5

29

Nevis

32

16

9

7

1

6

50

22

3

19

Sto K i t t s

43

15

3

25

1

24

36

58

2

56

Antigua

69

26

26

17

1

16

38

25

1

24

Barbuda

37

18

IB

1

0

1

49

3

0

3

Anguilla

22

10

10

2

0

2

45

5

0

5

Virgin I s ,

38

20

14

4

1

3

53

11

3

8

10

96

1

95

-

91

1

90

Tobago
Jamaica

1

S t . Vincenl .

Leeward I s o
Montserrat

Barbados

106

-

-!;- Cacao, c o f f e e , c i t r u s , c o c o n u t s , banana, tonka b e a n , r u b b e r .
+

i

1
1

c o t t o n , arrowrt Dot, ground pre> v i s i o n s . legume £5>
foddsj r g r a s s , p a s t u r e .

Siigar-c< ane, r i c e ,

AGRICbLTURAL CLASSIFICATION OF SQIL-TIPSS

The following simple scheme of soil classification, based
mainly on the investigations of GoF» Charter in British Honduras*, may
be applied generally in the British Caribbean Region» It particularly
stresses drainage, and thus gives due prominence to the water and air
relations of the soil which are iindoubtedly the chief factors deciding
soil productivity and land capabilityo A similar scheme has recently
been elaborated by Ei^M» Chenery for Trinidadto

(^)
(I) PERMEABLE MAT3RIALS
(^)

SOILS OF THE UPLANDS

(Maximum downward leaching)

Low lime sJ^atxis^ (Low nu'^rient level)
lo Drainage free (both external and internal)

(^)

High lime status

(High nutrient level)

2o Drainage free (both external and internal)
(II) IMPERMEABLE MTERIALS

(Minimum downward leaching)

(a) Low lime status

(Low nutrient level)

3o External drainage free
(b) High lime status

(High nutrient level)

Uo External drainage free
(^)
(III) PERMEABLE MATERIALS

SOILS OF THE FLATLANDS

(Maximum downward leaching)

(s) Low lime status

(Low nutrient level)

5o Drainage free (internal)
60 Drainage imperfect "
7° Drainage impeded
"
(^)

High lime status

(High nutrient level)

80 Drainage free (internal)
9o Drainage imperfect "
lOo Drainage impeded
"
(IV) IMPSIMEABLE MATERIALS
(a) Low lime status

(Minimum dosmward leaching)
(Low nutrient level)

11o Drainage free (external)
120 Drainage retarded
"
(b) High lime status

(High nutrient level)

13o Drainage free (external)
lli-o Drainage retarded
"
^ The Soils of British Honduras; C»Fo Charter, Trinidad, I9UI, GovtoPrinte
•^ The Soils of Central Trinidads EaM„ Chenery, Trinidad, 19U9s (not yet
published)o
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This essentially practical classification may conveniently be
used for comparing the productivity of different soils in their natural
settings» It takes into account (1) the topography of the site (Geomorphology;, (2) the structure of the soil parent material (Soil physics)j
and (3) the chemical composition of this material and its parent rock
(Mineralogy)o There are lU main categories into which it should be
possible to fit all the pedological soil-types that may be differentiated
and mapped in the fieldo

(A) SOILS OF THE UPLANDS
Occurrencej^ Uplands having altitude over UOOO ft» are uncommon in the
British Caribbean Region, but the Blue Mountains of Jamaica (7000 ft»)
and the plateau mountains of British Guiana (8600 ft,) considerably
exceed this height» The mean altitude of the small Volcanic Arc Islands
is 3600 ft,J the highest being Dominica (^OOOfto)» The Northern Range
of Trinidad is higher than 3000 ft» only in a few places» Upland
altitudes in British Honduras range from 2000 to 3700 ft.
Topography varies from steep (slopes above hP percent), to hilly
(UO-l^ percent), to undulating (l5-5 percent), to rolling (slopes below
$ percent)»
Materials; The parent rocks of the uplands are chiefly ancient acid
igneous and metamorphic rocks in the mainland territories and Jamaica
and Trinidad-Tobago, and intermediate to basic igneous and fragmental
volcanic rocks in the smaller islands» In some places, notably Jamaica,
limestones comprise the high ground» The physical features of the products of weathering of these various rocks (which form the parent
materials of soils) differ widely, depending on their mode of origin
and their mineralogical composition and texture, some being more
nutrient-rich and more pervious than others»

(I) UPLANDS SOILS DEVELOPED OVER PERMEABLE MATERIALS
Permeable soil parent materials mostly comprise mature wellstructured Red and Yellow Earths derived from the more basic kinds of
igneous, fragmental-volcanic and metamorphic rocks and limestones, and
Grey Earths derived from coarse highly-quartzose acid igneous and metamorphic rocks and sandstones» Their porosity is sometimes so great
that even the high rainfall of the uplands readily percolates downwards
through them and soil erosion is reduced to a minimum, as for example,
the Yellow Earth derived from volcanic ash in St, Vincent and St, Kitts,

Chief features; The water and air relations of these soils are generally
good, because of their stable natural crumb structure» Heavy leaching in
the more mature types has removed most of the bases, so that the residues
are highly acid and generally deficient in nutrients. Thus the differences between mature parent materials derived from rocks rich in lime
and those deficient in this substance are not particularly great. The
two sorts will not here be differentiated. Drainage is free to excessive
in both sorts»
Where oxidation is complete but the soil profile does not dry
out J the ferric oxide conponent of the residues occurs as l:^drated
ILn^nite (Fe203»xH20) which in^iarts a uniform yellow colouration, but
where the profile periodically dries out, ferric oxide occurs as
anhydrous haematite (Fe203) which imparts a uniform bright red or
orange colouration to the top U-foot layer of s o u .

»6
Because of the relatively low temperature in the Uplands,
the rate of decay of the litter of the forests that normally cover
the slopes tends to be low, so that the organic matter content of
these soils is relatively high. Hence their potential productivity
is considerable» Productivity may be greatly diminished, however, by
felling and burning the forests, for then the infiltrability of the
soil is seriously reduced and much of the rain water now runs away
over the surface, causing erosion which rapidly removes the humic top
layer and exposes the "dead" mineral soil below.

Soil-types; The soil-types that develop over permeable parent materials
in the Uplands include the so-called Lateritic and Tropical Podzolic
Zonal Yiforld Groups, According to the most recent American classification*
these would nowadays be called Latosols, They include Red, Earthly-Red..
Yellow, Reddish-Yellow, Reddish-Brown and Black-over-Red Latosolso
Some might be called Podzolic Soils, which include Red-Yellow and
Latosolic-Brown Podzols, The different colour-categories are partly
decided by the mineralogical composition of the parent rock and partly
by the climate, particularly the intensity and distribution of the
rainfall.

Agricultural utilisation; In discussing the agricultural utilisation
of Upland Latosols in the wet Tropics, C.E. Kellogg'*' refers to the following Upland Latosols as possessing natural high productivity because
of their favourable ecological features; they usually support good
crops when properly managed,
(1) Immature Red Latosol and Reddish-Brown Latosol, developed
over basic igneous rocks such as basalt. These are the most
naturally fertile of the Latosols.
(2) Re.juvenated Latosols which have received additions of basic
volcanic ash, even if only as a thin covering,
(3) Nutrient-rich Latosols developed over rocks containing the
right kinds of minerals occupying steeply-sloping ground and
prone to erosion though in degree just sufficient to remove
•neaüiering products and to allow plant roots to reach relativelyfresh rock o
Representatives of the first two kinds of upland soils are common
in the Volcanic Arc Islands, especially Grenada, St, Lucia and Dominica,
For example, there is evidence that the cacao soils of Grenada owe much
of their fertility to extraneous volcanic ash, and even the limestone
soils of Barbados have been enriched by ash showers that emanated during
historic and recent geological times from the Soufriere volcano of
Sto Vincent, Shallow Latosols on steep slopes (Noo3) are also common
in some of the Islands, notably Trinidad, Tobago and Jamaica, where
forest clearing in the mountains has allowed erosion to proceed apace,
U|3land Latosols occur also in the central mountains of British
Honduras where they have developed over igneous and metamorphic rocks
and sandstones. They cover vast areas in British Guiana, but it is
doubtful if they will ever successfully be brought into crop production
there because of the excessively high rainfall, the steep topography,
the low soil nutrient status, the patchiness and small extent of the

Scploratory Study of Soil Groups in the Belgian Congo; CE» Kellogg,
lakEoA.C», Scio Ser, J46, 19h9.

'Loc, cit.

-7 more fertile areas, and their present inaccessibility» The occurrence
of dykes and sills of basic igneous rock which form extensive rapids
near the mouths of the great rivers has prevented the colonisation of
the interior of British Guiana by immigrant settlers.
Generally speaking. Upland Latosols occupy watersheds and
consequently should not be used for agriculture, except in certain
rare instances when they may perhaps be planted in tree-crops such
as cacao, coffee, tea, tonka-bean and certain fruit-trees, for example,
mango, provided care is taken to protect the soil by the provision of
shelter-woods or by planting suitable shade-trees to tide over tne
transition periods

(II) UPLiiNL SOILS DEVELOPED OVER BIPERMEABLE MATERIALS
Impermeable soil parent materials consist chiefly of structureless, red-mottled, yellow or brown clays, compact silts and fine sands,
formed by the weathering of fine-grained acid igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks such as rhyolite, quartzite and nudstone. Most of
the incident rainfall runs off the lando Dovraward leaching is not
appreciable, and erosion of exposed surfaces is likely to be great.

Agricultural utilisation; Like the last, these soils have developed
under Lontane Rain Forest and, because of their liability to erosion
on exposure folloT/ing felling, they should be maintained in forest.
Even the planting of tree-crops such as cacao and coffee should be
prohibited.
The soils are usually shallow and stony and highly acid, and
their organic layer is thin» Occasionally, a cemented hardpan or ironpan occurs immediately below the surface, as for example, in the uplands of Dominica. The root-systems of the forest trees tend to be
superficial and closely matted. Successful silviculture is scarcely
possible under these adverse circumstances.
Some examples of productive Latosols developed over iiipermeable
materials belong to Kellogg's Class (3)> namely, Latosols derived from
rocks containing abundant nutrient-liberating minerals, whose leached
weathering products are subject to erosion which has brought the
rotting rock near to the surface so that plant roots are able to reach
it easily. Such cases occur sporadically in the hilly parts of Jamaica
and in the Northern Range of Trinidadj in Tobago and in some of the
Volcanic Arc Islands, notably St. Lucia. On excessively steep slopes,
however, erosion tends to be too rapid and it must be controlled by
suitable earth-works such as contour-trenches and banks»

(B)

SOILS OF THE FLATUNDS

Flatlands may comprise both highlands and lowlands. Highland
flats are usually geologically old so that river systems may have been
superimposed on them and so produced undulating or rolling surfaces.
Consequently, drainage conditions vary, the hollows tending to be wetter
than the slopes and crests. Latosols will develop on the better-drained
higher parts, and swamp-types of soil in the hollows. This regular
alternation of soil-types is knovm as a "catenary succession"» It is
well illustrated in some of the British Caribbean territories, for
example, Trinidad<,

« 8
The development of soil-types under impeded drainage involves
the operation of an additional factor in soil-formation^ namely waterlogginS" Both flat or depressed topography and inpermeability in the
soil parent materials may restrict the removal of water from a soil
and thus encourage waterlogging<> In the case of permeable materials
occupying flat topography^ waterlogging manifests itself by the
appearance of a distinct water-table o
Flatland areas may be classified on an altitude basis^c, thusï
(1)
(2)
(3)
(U)
(5)

upland Plateaux and Peneplainss
Elevation variable
Detrital and River Terraces
"
50-125 ft»
High Flood Plains (Broad Flats)
"
25- 75 ftc
Intermediate Flood Plains (Vegas)
"
2- 50 ft.
Low Flood Plains (Swamps)
"
0-3 ft»

The first two kinds of flat land really belong to the highland group.
They are chiefly conposed of limestones or of coastal or riverine
alluvium and detritus of recent geological age. The permeability of
these materials varies greatly so that internal drainage may be free
or impeded»
Lowland flats comprising river flood plains and
generally the first to be utilised for agriculture since
easily accessible from coastal beaches and river banks.
stitute the greatest area of useful agricultural land at
day.

swamps are
they are
They conthe present

Occurrence;
(1) upland Plateaux and Peneplains occur typically in (a) British
Guiana (Roraima Sandstones ^ Rupununi Savanna., northern part of
the Interior Peneplain), (b) British Honduras (Northern Limestone
Plains Karst Limestone Plateau, Chiquibul Limestone Plateau),
(c) Trinidad (Northern Plain, Southern (Naparima) Plain), (d)
Jamaica (Karst Limestone Plateau) and (e) Barbados (limestone
terraces),
(2) Detrital and Coastal and River Terraces are ubiquitous in all terri»
tories but nowhere extensive. Good examples occur in northern
Jamaica.
(3) High Flood Plains (Broad Flats) are well represented in southern
Jamaica, and to a lesser extent in Trinidad and Antigua.
(U) Intermediate Flood Plains (Vegas) border most of the rivers in all
territoriesJ but are particularly prominent and important in BritiÉi
Honduras and Trinidad-Tobago.

Er, M. Ghenery, loc, cit.
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-. 10 Fluctuating water-levels will allow oxidation to proceed within the
zone of intermittent saturation only along root-tracesj worm channels
and natural cracks o This produces a mottled appearance in red, brovm^
orange and yellow colours against the grey back-ground. Various products such as lime, gypstim, sodium salts and manganese peroxide may
accumulate in the waterlogged zone. All these are typical hydromorphic
features»

(IV) FUTLAND SOILS DEVELOPED OVER NON-CALCAREOUS IMPEBMEABLE MATERIALS
The drainage of relatively-in^sermeable flatland soils is imperfect or impeded because water cannot move freely through them owir^g
to their compact single-grain structure» No true water-table can therefore develop o The soils can become wetted only along cracks that form
during dry spells and through worm channels and old root-traces« Hence
aeration is lacking and the profile shows marked mottling on a grey
ground, as in the case of the soils with high water-tables last describedo
Chief features; lilfhereas freely-drained flatland soils are generally
concolours to at least I4. feet depth below which mottling may or may not
occur^ those that have imperfect drainage show conspicuous mottling in
the subsoil below the humic layer and the background displays a marked
grey colour at the 2-foot depths becoming fully grey at about h feet»
Soils that have impeded drainage^ on the other hand, show a grey background immediately belov/ the humic layer on which are superimposed
mottling and S^B ckling in the usual red, orange or yellow colours o
Fully grey gley here appears at about 2 feet. Finally^ swamp soils
throughout the profile are uniformly black when vret and grey when dry»
Soil t?;T3es; Flatland soils prone to waterlogging at various depths
are included in the Hydromorphic class (Intrazonal groups) and the
different kinds of soils into which they are subdivided are called
Gley Podzol, Ground-Water Podzol, Ground-Water Laterite, Half Bog and
Bogo All of these are represented in the flatlands of the British
Caribbean Region and their geographical distribution has already been
briefly described»
Agricultural utilisations With certain qualifications, Hydromorphic
Soils, whether developed over fully or over only slightly permeable
parent materials, are ideally suited to agricultural utilisation. Besides being easily accessible, their flat topography facilitates cultivation, planting and reaping» Typical examples have been intensively
studied in Trinidad, both in the field and in the laboratory, and
numerous experiments, involving manures, fertilisers, mulches and lime,
have been carried out on them with different crops such as cacao and
sugar-cane» Their behaviour under irrigation and tillage has also
been partly investigated, thoiigh much more is to be learnt about them,
especially the deteriorated and marginal soils which can no longer
support tree-crops.
The most productive c£ the flatland soils developed over noncalcareous materials are, of course, the free-draining, highly permeable
kinds that are not subject to waterlogging. Their water and air rela»
tions are.usually satisfactory and root-room is adequate for most tropical
crops, provided the water-table is not too high.
It may here be noted that the "capillary fringe" which develops
above a water-table varies in width with the texture of the material.
According to results obtained at Rothamsted, the capillary fringe
for a coarse sand is only 12 ins 0 deep, for a fine sand, 2U ins., for
a heavy loam, 2? ins»^ and for a porous clay, 36 ins. Thus, in order
for young plants to survive during dry weather, the thickness of the
rooting zone must not be greater than these values for the different
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textural soil-typeso For older plants with well-established
root systems, the thickness of the rooting-aone may be greater.
Thus an ideal root-zone thickness for cacao growing in a loany
soil is 5 feet, which marks the optimum depth of the vrater-table
for a soil of this sort»
Klatlands whose s oils have imperfect or impeded drainage should
be laid out in rectangular fields divided by trenches set at regular
distances apart and connected with good outlet channels. The fields
should be cambered or round-ridged to permit rapid run-off of rain
water. This kind of lay-out is suitable both for tree crops such as
cacao, coconut, citrus, banana and rubber, and for field crops like
sugar-cane, maize, cassava, yam and sweet potato o In the case of field
crops, furrows might be dug either along or across the beds. The soil
might benefit from deep and thorough tillage.
In order to counteract the effects of leaching, lime should
be systematically applied in amount depending on the lime reqaireraent
of the soil and of the crop. The highest yields can be realised, however, only with the use of suitable manures and fertilisers in appropriate quantities. The magnitude of the responses to be expected from
fertilisers can only be ascertained by carefully-planned and accuratelyconducted field experiments, based on suitable preliminary chemical
soil analyses and pot-tests.
Flatlands whose soils are badly drained and exposed to periodic
flooding may be utilised for growing rice and certain fodder grasses,
depending on economic circumstances which decide the most suitable agricultural system to apply in any particular area.

(V) FLATLAND SOILS DEVELOPED OVER CALCAREOUS PERMEABLE MATERIALS
These are the typical "limestone and marl soils" and have
great agricultural importance. Their colour is either red or black.
Much controversy has arisen over the reasons for the distinctive colourations. Three main causes have variously been suggested in explanation,
namely:(1) Red Soil develops over hard limestones and Black Soil over
soft limestones and marls.
(2) Red Soil is older than Black Soil which merely represents an
immature stage in the evolution of Red Soil.
(3) The colour and
careous parent
(mineralogical
present in the

other features of soils developed over calrocks depend chiefly on the amount and nature
and chemical composition} of the impurities
rock.

The results of recent coirparative studias carried out in various
laboratories definitely favour the last view.
According to Charter*^ Black Soil has developed in British
Honduras over soft limestones and marls because the clayey impurities in these materials are "very siliceous in character", and
their drainage is relatively ppor. In regard to the Red and Black
soils of Barbados, G. RodriguesT has shoim that Black Soil contains
much more coarse sand which is mainly quartz in the Black but only

^ The Soils of British Hondurass 19hX^
t Unpublished results, I.CoT.A. 1950.
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part of it is quartz in the Red Soil, Each soil was found by
clay analysis to contain kaolinite and beidellite but Red Soil
contains less beidellite and more kaolinite than Black Soilo
Moreover, the Red Soil beidellite contains more iron in its
space-lattice than the Black Soil beidellite» The silicia %
alumina ratio of Red Soil is therefore significantly lower
than that of Black Soil which agrees with Charter's observation»
The main differences between limestone and marlstone are:(1) limestone usually has a coarse porous structure while marl is finegrained and nearly impermeable^ and (2) limestone contains much less
impurities than marl» During solution-weathering follov/ing uplift and
exposures the sparse inpurities of limestone remain behind as freelydrained, much-leached and acid, well-oxidised, greatly dehydrated residues, coloured orange or red by ferric oxide« These comprise the
parent material of a soil to which the name Terra Rossa has been given
because of its characteristic colour» Teri^a Rossa resembles Hed Earth
formed from basic igneous rock, and for that reason it is generally
classed among the Latosolso
The more abundant iu^urities of marl produce bulky residues
which are poorly drained and therefore tend to develop a hydromorphic
kind of soil, somewhat resembling Planosol, The formation of a red
colouration is prevented by the prevailing wetness and the high
calcium statusj the characteristic colour of the clayey parent material
is ochre-yellow or grey and that of the humic top-layer, black or sepiabrown. The soil-type has been named Rendzina. Because of the predominating influence of calcium in its formation^ it is classed as IntrazonaltCalcimorphic, though it may sho?/- some hydromorphic characters.

TERRA

ROSSA (Red Limestone Soil)

Chief features; Terra Rossa so closely resembles Red Latosol that
no further description is needed here. Its depth over the limestone
plateaxix varies greatly, T/hen cultivating the shallow phase, some
rock fragments may inadvertently be broughbup from the brittle limestone below and may confer an alkaline reaction on the soil, though
alkalinity in this case is strictly localised.
Occurrenceg Terra Rossa occurs widespread over the upland plateaux
of Jamaica* and British Honduras^ the higher terraces of Barbados^ and
the lower terraces and coastal flats of Tobago, Barbuda, the Bahamas
and Bermuda. It also covers hard limestone out-crops in Trinidad,

RENDZINA

(Black Marl Soil)

Rendzina presents several pe culiar features which deserve
mention. The humus content of the topsoil is usually relatively high
in amount and its depth of penetration is great, for example, up to 2
or 3 feet. Its colour is intensely dark, and its line of demarcation from
the parent matralaL is usually sharpc It confers a marked friable crumb
structure on the soil which is consequently exceptionally well aerated
and highly permeable to air and \vater, and at the same time greatly
retentive of water. Root penetration is easy.

The parent material of Terra Rossa in parts of the upland plateau of
Jamaica has been found to contain a high proportion of free alumina
and thus to constitute low-grade bauxite.

- 13 The carbonrnitrogen ratio of the natural soil organic matter
of aendzina is abnormally high, usually well above 10» The nitrogen
component is apparently firmly bo\ind, probably because of direct combination between humus and the clay-mineral beidellite, so that only
a small amount of nitrogen is available at af^r time= Consequently,
the soil generally responds to nitrogenous fertilisers, in spite of
its high content of total nitrogen.
The presence of excess of free calcium carbonate in the lessmature kinds of Rendzina affects its phosphate relations 5 phosphate
absorption ("fixation") is considerable, and the soil may require large
dressings of soluble phosphatdc fertiliser to overcome ito Potash is
usually abundant in Rendzina.
Occurrence: Rendzina occurs widespread in British Honduras in the
Northern Plain, continuing over the greater part of the Yucatan Peninsula. It also occurs in Jamaica on calcareous shales, in Trinidad
(Naparima Peneplain), Barbados (lower coralline terraces) and ^ntigua
(North and Central Plains). It is not represented in British Guiana
nor to any extent in the Volcanic Arc Islands, except Carriacou in
the Grenadines.
Agricultural utilisation: Rendzina is perhaps the most highly productive natural soil of the British Caribbean Region. It was the main
soil-type cultivated by the aboriginal peoples of Central America,*
For a great many years, the ancient Maya civilisation depended almost entirely on the cultivation of the Hendainas prevalent
in British Honduras and Yucatan, Most of the area is now under
second grovrths ("wamil"). The Maya farmers practised shifting
cultivation, liaize was their chief crop, possibly grown in rotation with cotton and tobacco vd.th a 8 to 10 years' bush falloif.
Two theories have been advanced to explain the diminishing crop
yields which were apparently responsible for the decl3.ne and fall
of the Kaya race, namely, (1) loss of soil fertility caused by
nutrient depletion, and (2) competition from weeds. The Rendzina
soils of the Eaya country are stony and cannot easily be tilled.
They are prone to drought in the dry season. Initially the black
surface soil was rich in available nitrogen, phosphate and potash.
The supply of the mineral nutrients was maintained for a time by
stirring which brings up fragments of fresh calcareous rock from
below. The supply of nitrogen, however, was precarious, because
of its firm fixation in the humus and the slow rate of humic
breakdown. By degrees the soil failed to support adequate crops.
\Teed competition was an even more serious problem, ITiereas
simple tillage with the hoe and the cutlass effectively copes with
annual and biennial weeds, it entirely fails to eradicate rhizjtomous grasses, aroids, Heliconias and bracken which are deep-rooted
and persistent.
The only effective means for eradicating these weeds is forking,
harrowing or ploughing, performed when the soil is dry, and the
Maya farmer did not have recourse to these essential in^^lements.
Abandoned clearings soon were occupied by bracken, alang-alang
grass and other perennial weeds, and the only effective method
available to the Maya was to allow his milpa to revert to bush.
Investigations carried out by American scientists in 1935 showed
that the milpa system will st^iport a population of only ^0 persons
per square mile under these circumstances, so that sooner or later
land-hiinger must arise.

C. F. CharterJ

loc, cit.

-lUNowadays, Rendzina is mainly utilised for growing sugar-cane,
not only in northern British Honduras, but also in Barbados, -Antigua
and Trinidad, and to some extent in Jamaica» It is easy to cultivate,
its water and air relations are excellent, and root-room is generally
ample. It therefore responds markedly to heavy dressings of nitrogenous
fertiliser, for example, ammonium sulphate, particularly v/hen accompanied
by heavy dressings of soluble phosphatdc fertiliser such as superphosphate»

THE KIRMULAIION OF AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS FOR THE BRITISH CARIBBEAN KEGION
The formulation of suitable agricultiiral systems is the ultimate
object of the study of the ecological aspects of soils, climates and vegetation, the classification and mapping of soils in the field, and the subdivision of the land according to its capabilities for producing crops at
economic and profitable levels» Agricultural systems may include crop
rotations and livestock. Once formulated, the success of any agricultural
system which may be applied to a particular area depends on management
and on technical skill in the agricultural arts» Thus Kellogg* differentiates between three main levels of management which largely determine
the efficiency of agricultural systems, namely:(i) Low level of management, employed by indigenous farmers and
ranging from shifting cultivation to rotations with mixed crops o
(ii) Medium level, eii5)loyed by scientific agriculturists conversant
with crop selection, plant breeding, plant protection, crop
rotations involving grass leys and forest fallow, the use of
corrfiosts, mulches, shade, cover-crops, and modern methods of
soil and water conservation, fire protection, and harvesting,
but not involving the use of industrial materials»
(iii) High level, similar to the last, but with the full use of indtistrial products such as machinery, electric power, insecticides and fungicides, manures and fertilisers»
In regard to the magnitude of the responses obtained by low
and medium levels of management, Kellogg points out that only those
soils iihat have considerable natural productivity can be expected to
maintain good crop yields. He mentions the three different kinds of
Upland Latosols already noted, and one ïlatland Alluvial ^oil, developed
over well-drained permeable non-calcareous sediments which, because of
their topographic position, constantly receive replenishment by materials
derived from one or other of the three Latosols situated at higher altitude». He mentions Ground Water Laterite (a flatland Hydromorphic soil,
developed over non-calcareous nearly-impermeable materials subject to
constant waterlogging) as a kind of soil having particularly low natural
productivity» He states that most of the Ujpland soils suitable for
agricultural utilisation in the humid tropics fall between those four
good sorts and this bad kind whose drainage is unsatisfactory. He
stresses the fact that "the local rock-type in this region of intense
weathering influences the local soil-type even more than in the temperate regions", - an important generalisation which can scarcely be
over-emphasised.
The four "good'.' sorts of soils named above are fairly widespread in the British Caribbean Region, but their exact distribution
and occurrences need yet to be accurately defined and mapped. The
other kinds of soil can only be brought into profitable crop production
by the use of machinery, fertilisers and other industrial materials»

* Loc, cit.
T To these four "good" kinds of soil should be added certain varieties of
Rendzina developed over soft limestones and marls that are common in the
British Caribbean Region»

.k."Tia.iii.ii.j;.tfiMaaaao°Ti^S^

- 15 They too require to be mapped^ their characteristic properties investigated in the laboratory and their behaviour and response to fertiliser
treatments tested in the field by well-planned experiments. The systematic pursuance of these objectives remains to be carried out in the
future o

Desirable management practices; Kellogg gives the following list of
desirable management practices applicable to wet tropical conditions :(1)
(2)
(3)
(U)
(5)

Avoidance of unnecessary tillages
Mainterance of shade
Use of mulches to conserve water-supply
Use of anti-erosion terraces to control run-off
Use of mixed cultures and rotations that increase the extraction
of nutrients from the subsoil and conserve them in the topsoilo
(6) Use of leguminous crops in mixed cultures and as catch-crops«
(7) Use of grass leys on certain soils that will support them, or of
forest growths, "which ever is appropriate for regeneration"»
(8) Use of organic manures and fertilisers.

In particular, Kellogg stresses the value of natural vegetation,
particularly tree growths, in developing a reserve of plant nutrients
and in releasing nutrients gradually as the organic residues decompose.
He urges that the aim of management must be to maintain these conditions»
He considers that all the Latosols, other than Red and Reddish-Brown
Latosols (derived from nutrient-rich basic rocks) and the best Alluvial
Soils, "require forest fallow at least part of the time", although the
poorer types of Red Latosol (derived from the less basic rocks) may require a 2-year ley of Elephant Grass in a li-year rotation of cotton and
food crops o
The Corridor System of Management; According to Kellogg, good
results have been obtained on Reddish-Yellow Latosol (derived
from sandstones) at the I.N.E«>A,C. Agricultural Station at
Yangambi, Belgian Congo, by a system of shifting agriculture.
Corridors, 300 feet vrxde and 1 to 2 miles long, are cut in the
forest and are used in succession, so that, while some are being
brought into cultivation, others are growing crops, _, others are
reverting to forest, and others are still in forest. Each reverting corridor has a forested corridor on each side to aid
regeneration. Thus, the rotation consists of 6 years of crops
to 12 years of forest-fallow» Plots cut from old forest develop
luxuriant second growths within two years after felling and
burning. (Crops are said to grow better after the cutting of
secHDnd growths than directly after clearing the forest.

Shifting Cultivation; The success or otherwise of shifting cultivation
depends on the kind of soil on which it is practised, on the climate,
and on the kind of rotation that is followed. Each trial should be
considered on its merits and critical investigations should be carried
out in order to establish suitable systems for the different soils.
Investigations of shifting cultivations and agricultural systems
generally should take into serious consideration the different rooting
habits of the crops and of the genetic strains that may be evolved by
the plant-breeder, so that the root-room of the soil is fully explored.

Loco cit.

- 16 Use of Fertilisers; Forest fallows may in part be eliminated from
rotations by the proper use of fertilisers, provided a good soil
structure is maintained by the conservation of soil organic matter
and by the provision of suitable shade, either overhead shade or
ground shade or both, for protecting the soil surface» The wholesale
application of fertilisers to soils which have become over contacted
through loss of structure is to be condemned. Unless the three prime
factors of crop production, namely, water-supply, air-supplyand rootroom, are satisfactorily expressed, or are maintained "at optimum",
any attempt to augment nutrient-supply by the use of fertilisers will
be ineffective and wasteful.
Among the major nutrients, phosphoi-us is generally deficient
in the Latosols, which generally retain phosphate strongly, so that
the portion available is extremely low in amount and quite inadequate
for high productiono Nitrogen, on the other hand, is generally plentiful in the Latosols, unless they are deeply eroded, probably because
forest vegetation in the wet tropics contains a relatively large proportion of leguminous species.
Lime should be used Trith caution, especially on the unbuffered,
non-colloidal sandy soils, since high alkalinity immobilises most of the
essential trace elements, notably iron, manganese, copper and zinc, which
are precipitated as insoluble hydroxides or basic carbonates ty overliming»
Kellogg iwites "if the farmers on the Latosols were condemned
to primitive methods forever, efficiency would remain low and many
millions of acres uncaltivated"c He also asks, "what would our farms
be in the U»S.Ü» without fertilisers?"».»„ "Vifhat would happen to vegetable crops along the Atlantic Seaboard, to citrus in Florida, and to
pineapples and sugar-cane in Havraii?"

THE PRESMT USE OF FERTILISERS IN THE BRITISH CARIBBEAN REGION
The writer has recently reviewed the present use of fertilisers in the British Caribbean Region*. The following abstracts indicate
the present position»
The data in Table II give the acreages under the different crops for
each British territorj»-»
TABLE II
(1) Sugar-Canes
Sugar production i s the most developed agricxiltural
industry i n the B r i t i s h Caribbean Region, and the onl3i" one in which
f e r t i l i s e r s are a t present used in any quantity» I t i s mainly carried
out by e s t a t e oivners, though peasants s e l l canes to the f a c t o r i e s i n
some of the t e r r i t o r i e s » Sugar-cane lands comprise nearly 30 percent
of the t o t a l cropped area» In the 5-year pre-war period, the annual
quantity of f e r t i l i s e r s used in the sugar industry, i n thousands of
t o n s , was, ammonium sulphate 30o2, superphosphate 1»5 and potassium
s a l t s 2»8, or a t the rate of 2»90, 0»ll| and 0.26 cwt» per acre of
e s t a t e s cane-land for the three different . f e r t i l i s e r s »
Greater q u a n t i t i e s of nitrogenous f e r t i l i s e r s were used per
acre in several of the t e r r i t o r i e s (notably Barbados, B r i t i s h Guiana
and Jamaica) than in many temperate c o u n t r i e s , for example Great
B r i t a i n and U.S»Ao By c o n t r a s t , the consumption of phosphatic f e r t i l i s e r s was i n s i g n i f i c a n t and t h a t of p o t a s s i c f e r t i l i s e r s appreciable
only in Barbados and St» Kitts»
F e r t i l i s e r s in B r i t i s h Caribbean Agriculture; F.Hardy, United Nations
S c i e n t i f i c Conference on the Conservation and U t i l i s a t i o n of Resources,
Lake Success, New York, August, 19U9o

- 17 The majority of Caribbean sugar-cane soils have low available
phosphate contents. Yet they consistently fail to respond to ordinary
dressings of superphosphate o Recently it has been discovered that
certain eroded highly-acid Red Clays (inunature ïted Latosol) and some
Black Clays (Rendzina), occurring in South Trinidad, St» Lucia and
Jamaica, give spectacular and highly remunerative responses to large
dressings of superphosphate (3 to 6 cT."rb.ac.) vfiien combined with large
dressings of ammonium sulphate (U to 6 cwt.ac»*),, Marked responses
have also been obtained with medium dressings of potassic fertilisers
on certain sandy sugar-cane soils in Trinidad, St. Kitts and Barbados.
(2) Cacao;
Fertilisers are only used regularly on cacao in Grenada.
Their use in Trinidad and Tobago has not yet become an accepted practice. The nutrient relationships of cacao grown in these two islands
are complicated by the fact that the cacao is grown with shade trees.
Experiments are in progress for testing fertiliser responses.
(3) Banana;
In pre-war years, only 1$ percent of the total area
under bananas in Jamaica was treated with fertilisers, but in recent
years fertilisers are being increasingly used on a large scale with
the revival of the industry,
(U) Coconut:
Fertilisers are not generally used on coconuts, though
recent experiments in Jamaica and Trinidad have given large responses
to nitrogenous and potassic fertilisers.
(5) Cotton;
The use of fertilisers is not yet a general practice with
this crop, except in St. Vincent. Experiments there and in other cottongrowing islands have given large responses to potassic and phosphatic
fertilisers with soils deficient in these nutrients, but response to
nitrogenous fertilisers has been erratic in the drier islands, because
of accumulations of nitrate in the soil at the beginning of the wet season at the time the seed is sown.
(6) Citrus;
Fertilisers have long been used in grapefruit, lime and
orange estates in the British Caribbean Region but in a haphazard
manner. There is need of further experimental data.
(7) Rice;
Fertilisers are not yet commonly used on rice in British
Guiana and Trinidad, although good responses to nitrogenous fertilisers
have been obtained, and in some cases to superphosphate also.
(8) Food-crops s
use of fertilisers
mainly by peasants
cost of foodstuffs
smaller islands to

There is urgent need for greater experience in the
when applied to food-crops. The crops are fjrovm
and they occupy a large area of land. The annual
(1938) varied from 3 to U dollars per head in the
8 to 1$ dollars in the larger territories.

Future Fertiliser Outlook:
Assuming that all the chief export crops
of the British Caribbean Region will subsequently be groxvn with "ideal"
dressings of fertilisers, it is estimated that about four times as much
ammonium sulphate would be consumed and very large additional quantities
of phosphatic and potassic fertilisers. In pre-war years, the total
annual consumption of fertilisers on all crops was about 3U thousand
tons.
Of these, 30 thousand tons comprised ammonium sulphate. The
estimated "saturation" consumption is nearly 50C thousand tons of mixed
fertilisers, consisting of approximately equal amounts of the three main
kinds o

phosphate and Sugar-Cane, F. Hardy, Proceedings of the 19h9 Meeting of
British West Indies Sugar Technolo-^ists, Antigua.
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TABLE II

AREAS UNDER THE CHIEF CR0F3 IN THE BRITISH CARIBBEAN TERRITORIES

Total
Area

Sugar

Cacao

Banana

Coconut

Cotton

Citrus

Rice

Total

(All areas expressed as thousands of acres)

57,267

es

British Honduras

5.675

1

Janaica

2s8U8

U5

Trinidad-Tobago

1,267

'JindT/ard Islands

1

_

22

-

2

h9

139

c=a

6

h

-

2

1

lU

20

175

ho

-

5

_

285

§2*

180

_

ko

-

8

10

320

520

{
6

26

3

12

10

h

-

61

Leeward Islands

262

27^

-

1

1

13

1

-

U3

Barbados

106

Uo^

_

-

_

1

-

_

Ul

227

185

119

21;

22

60

903

Liritish Guiana

67,9U5 266

^ Including peasants » lands

i
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THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN F0R3ST AUD FIELD SOILS AND THE
MATUHE OF THE TEANSITION ÏROM ONE TO THE OTHER

In the foregoing article, repeated mention has been made of
the great differences that exist between soils developed under natural
forest and field soils -which are used for crop growiï^ after the trees
have been felled and burnt. In order to indicate the nature of the
changes that proceed during the transition, the main features of the
two kinds of soil should be understood.
Forest Soil:
The kind of soil that develops under forest displays in
section a characteristic "organic profile", in which the uppermost
layer is highly organic and markedly crumby, and is covered by leaf
litter in various stages of decay. This litter and crumb are intimately
associated with the matted fibrous feeding-roots of the forest vegetation. A circulation of nutrients is maintained between the organic
layer and the vegetation, and the trees tend more and more to live on
the organic layer which they continuously replenish with their fallen
leaves, flowers, fruits and twigs. Thus the forest eventually subsists
on a well-defined "organic blanket" whose ultimate composition is
generally quite uniform, no matter what kind of parent rocks occm' below it. The only factor that can greatly affect the kind of vegetation
and its associated organic blanket irnder these equilibrium conditions,
is climate. Geology usually occupies a subordinate position as a soilforming factor in mature (or "climax") forest soils.
Below the organic blanket in mature forest soils occurs a
mineral layer of variable thickness rich in organic residues which
have been washed down bodily into it, or have been earried down in
solution. The organic matter stains this layer a black or dark-brown
colour. It grades downwards rapidly into a pale bleached layer from
which most of the nutrients (mainly bases, such as potash, soda, lime
and magnesia) have been removed, either by uplift into the humic soil
above, or by downward leaching by percolating rain-water. This palecoloured layer is thus highly acid and infertile; it may be termed
the 'tlead layer". It provides root-room and anchorage for the forest
trees as well as a supply of water to the deeper woody roots, but
its contribution to the nourishment of the trees is negligible. This
dead layer grades in turn into the parent material of the soil.

Field Soil;
The felling of forests which is usually necessary as a
preliminary stage to agricultural utilisation, cojnpletely disrupts
the cycle of nutrition and permits the rapid erosion of the upper humic
layer. This exposes the mineral dead laj'-er belo^v which is very much
less nutritious than the original forest top-soil*o It is on this degraded mineral soil that field crops are grown. Very soon, however,
certain nutrient deficiencies reveal themselves and, in many cases,
satisfactory crops cannot be produced except through the application
of appropriate manures or fertilisers. Field soils thus differ
essentially from natural forest soils in that their organic profile
has been "truncated" by the removal of most of the higIrJ.y organic
topsoil. Not only is their content of organic matter much less in
amount, but its carbon-nitrogen ratio is numerically less than that

* Degraded forest soil that has lost its surface litter and crumb and
most of the humic soil, is frequently called "hard dirt" by peasant
cultivators. Planting operations necessitate the vse of the hoe
and the cutlass.

of the original forest soil. The ma<?nitude of the carbon-nitrogen
ratio in layers of similar depth may accordingly be used as a comparative test of the degree of erosion or tmncation tijat has gone
on in soils which initially supported forest. The main nutrient
features of typical complete profiles are shorni in the table (Table III).
Degraded soils having truncation profiles (unlike the original
humic forest with bheir un: fox-m blanket of organic residues) vary widely
in nutrient status, depending on the kind of underlying rock from 'ihich
they have developed. x''urthermore their structure, and tuerefore their
moisture anu air relations, varj' also, öeing much inferior to those of
the original humic forest soil. For example, the mineral «eathering
products of certain kinds of fine-grained rocks are almost iniperineable
to-water and air and their surfaces ai'e nearfy infiltcrable to rain,
whereas tnoso from coarse-grained roci.s are usually excessively permeable and "open",,
Hence the nature and distribution of the underlying rocks
become more and more important as erosion proceeds and the rich
humic residues of the forest (Yriiich liave taken ages to accumulate) are
dissipated and lost. The main deficient nutrient element whose need
first becomes apparent, is nitrogen, since rocks do not contain this
element and forest soils obtain it from the air. Subsequently, phosphorus shortage becomes manifest, and aftenrards shortage of bases
like magnesium, calcium and potassium develops. Lastly, certain
essential minor or trace elements become deficient, because they have
been concentrated in the humic forest residues by long-continued abstraction from the .gathering rocks beloiv, but have been lost when the
humic topsoil disappeared.
Since this is the order in which the nutrient elements are
lost bj leaching, it seems reasonable to attempt to reinstate them
by applying bhe specific fertilisers that contain them. There would
seem to be nothing particularly "artificial" about this, since the
use of commercial fertilisers attempts only to replace those nutrients
that are lost when forest soils deteriorate throiigh erosion and ^rasta^^e.
The leaching of the upper layers of the profile in wet countries has
already removed the more available nutrients from the exposed upper
layers of the new field soil.

„ 3 TABLE, I I I
LABORATORY DATA FOR TYPICAL CACAO PROFIUa
(Showing changes with depth of p r o f i l e l a y e r s )
"Crumb'-

versus

"Hard D i r t "

POROSITY
Lr.depth I Non->Gapil- Capillary
lary
( i n s o)
(Volume percent)
(I) DEEP NUTRI3NT--RICH _CLAY

MTRIENTS

ORGANIC STATUS
1.1'

Org.
hoactlon
(norm.) \ llatt,

rotal

Q/n
Ratio

Avail,

Avai'j
KgO

^2%
p.p.m.

p.p-ffi.

(Montserrat Clay»Silt ("Chocolate Soil"»

Crumb layer

-

-

54

6«4

8 10*9

0,57

11 ol'

310

365

0 == S
3 =- 6
6 •= 9
9 =" 12
12 = 18
18 = 24

34
22
17
17
18
17

29
46
48
48
43
44

57
53
53
47
40
42

6,2
6,2
5.9
5,9
5,9
5.8

9.2
4,5
2.3
1,5
1»6
1,5

0.50
0,57
0.30
0,20
0,15
0.16

10,6
7,0
4,4
4,3
4.2
5,3

288
168
100
80
46
60

230
170
(180)
(200)
(200)
(250)

(II) SHALLOW MUTRIENT-^-DEFICIENT CLAY
Crumb layer

(III) DEEP 1/EDIUM NUTRIENT=-RICH SANDS
Criunb layer

(Sangre Grande Silty-Clay)
5a3

I

5,5

0,55

9.0

(River Fine Sand)
11,6

0,44

15,4

91

76

0,18
0,13
0,12
0,11
0,10
0.08

10,5
8,2
8,1
7.8
6.9
5.7

48
34
30
22
21
17

110
73
(50)
(45)
(55)
(65)

0.20
0,15

10.5
9.7

CONCLUSIONS g
The most productive soil (No,I) shows (i) relatively high non-capillary
porosityi (ii) slight drop in pH with depth| (iii) regular fall in amounts of organic
matter^ nitrogen^ available phosphate and potash, with depth, and high values for each?
(iv) C/N ratio less than 10 only in layers below 3 ins.j highest in crumb.
The least productive soil (Nooil) shows (i) lew non-capillary 'porosity belcw
6 ins, depthj (ii) high acidity throughoutj (iii) low organic matter and nitrogen beloT
3 ins I (iv) inadequate phosphate and potashj (v) C/N ratio less than 10 tbaroughout^
highest in crumbo

^!ïr

A^Vi-ej iii-

- h The intermediate sandy soil (NOelII) shows (i) high non-capillary porosityi
(il) low acidityi (iii) medium amounts of organic matter and nitrogenj (iv) adequate
phosphate but inadequa'ce potashj (v) C/N ratio less than 10 only in layers beloiY S ins».
highest in crumb o
NOTE»^ Less of crumb soil and truncation of profile to, say, 3 ins. ' depth would remove
the most highly fertile soil and leave a "field" soil of much lower fertilityo
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